
T- How to Get What you Want

A. Desire leads all a'cti!on .
A. In macrocosmic~'sense Desire leads to manifestation of

Universe .
B . With individual leads to all activity .
C . Desire therefore an essential principle .

II . One may be a slave of or master over desire .
A. The average indivudual is a slave to his desires .

1. To attain freedom desire in this sense must be master ..)
B . The few use desire as their servant .

2. For these desire is not an impediment .

III. There is a regular technique for using Deire as a power .
A . Formulate the desire and hold it as a definite directed

thought.
B. Elliminate all other desires that conflict with the one

chosen.
1 . Contradictory desires mutually inhibit realization of

each other .
2 . Through contradictory desire one suffers as one

desire must be sacrificed while the other is realized .
6 . Be prepared to meet the law of compnsation . Everything

must be iiaid .for .
D . Renounce the Deltre after it has been formulated and

directed .
1 . This makes,"a vaccuum into which the object of

desire may,pour .
(a) Illustrate .

Letter-writer
Hindu prime-minister and Lakshmi .
Creative mathematics .

2 . Renouncing , desire places one above the Desire and he
becomes a magnet which attract3things .

3 . He who does not renounce has beggar consciousness
and he cannot command things .

IV. Since all desire is fulfilled and the law of compnnsation is
inviolate, man finally : learns to choose his desires wisely .
A. Until that lesson,-is learned the student must use the

ordinary experiences .

V. The wise man finally, reaches the point where he is content
with the Universe, -as it: is .

B . The life of such a one becomes the pure expression of
God Desire .

VI . Keys as means of~ scientific used of Deisre power .

"Human beings as the ,are .: :now constituted are unable to be very
happy, because , no matter how much they have , they want more ."

-. : , Edison.


